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Abstract: We propose guidelines for future development of random-variate generators that are capable of inducing 
statistical dependence between simulation replications without incurring the computational burden of numerically 
inverting the distribution function. Two examples are given: an exponential generator using the inverse transformation 
and a generic acceptance-rejection generator based on an existing beta generator. A driver program and illustrative 
Monte Carlo results are discussed. 
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1. Introduction 
Inducing correlation among simulation replications underlies several ideas for reducing the 
variance of simulation estimators, as discussed in most simulation textbooks and reviewed in 
[5,9]. Both negative and positive correlations can be useful. Antithetic variates are used to induce 
negative correlation between identically distributed estimators to be averaged. Common random 
numbers are used to induce positive correlation among estimators when estimating differences or 
when using external control variates. 
The usual method of inducing correlation involves calculating inverse distribution functions to 
generate random inputs: x = F”(u), where u is a U(0, 1) random number, F” is the distribu- 
tion function of the input random variable X, and x is the random variate from F, correspond- 
ing to u. Since the inverse transformation must sometimes be calculated numerically, it is 
sometimes much slower than generating the random inputs using state-of-the-art random variate 
generators. Random-variate generation and variance reduction are discussed in several recent 
simulation textbooks: Bratley et al. [l] emphasize the value of the inverse transformation; Lewis 
and Orav [4] and Ripley [6] emphasize the use of simulation to evaluate statistical techniques, a 
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context in which we think the ideas developed here are particularly useful, since there variate- 
generation time often constitutes a large part of the computational effort. 
Over the last few years we have investigated the concept of inducing correlation via modified 
state-of-the-art generators, hoping to obtain substantial correlation induction efficiently. We 
have been reasonably successful with algorithms for the beta, gamma, binomial and Poisson 
distributions, as described in [2,3,8]. 
The idea is simple. We obtain near synchronization by using two random number streams, 
with the second stream’s sole purpose being to provide random numbers only on those calls 
when the algorithm requires more than some specified number. We obtain near monotonicity by 
choosing a particular random number (usually the first) to be used in a way that is as close to the 
inverse transformation as possible. Sometimes the algorithm is the inverse transformation; more 
often acceptance/rejection has been used, with the first random number providing the candidate 
value from the inverse transformation of the majorizing function. 
But these algorithms have assumed that the correlated random variates are from the same 
family of distributions. A practical library of such algorithms must allow the random variates to 
be generated from different families. One approach is to develop random-variate-generator 
guidelines that are sufficient to ensure correlation induction whether or not the random variates 
are from the same family. Such guidelines are proposed in Section 2. Sections 3 and 4 contain 
example generators. Section 5 contains a discussion and example of a driver program. Section 6 
reports illustrative Monte Carlo results obtained using the example codes of the previous two 
sections. 
2. Guidelines 
For the various generators to produce the desired effect when used in combination, some set 
of guidelines for the use of random numbers must be followed. The following guidelines are 
intended to nearly synchronize the use of random numbers and to create a nearly monotonic 
transformation between the random numbers and the random variates. These guidelines are 
consistent in spirit with our existing algorithms, but not in detail. 
(a) For each call to a generation algorithm, exactly one variate is generated. 
(b) Conceptually, each random-variate generator uses two random-number streams or, equiv- 
alently, two random-number seeds. If not needed, the second stream is ignored. If both seeds are 
used, their values must not be equal. 
(c) For each random variate generated, exactly four random numbers from the first random 
number stream are used. 
(d) The first of these four random numbers is used in a way to produce high positive 
correlation with the random variate generated. To the extent possible without reducing this 
correlation, the third random number is used in a way to produce high positive correlation with 
the random variate generated. 
(e) If based on acceptance/rejection, the second of these four random numbers is used so that 
low values cause acceptance. To the extent possible without harming this relationship, the fourth 
random number is also used so that low values cause acceptance. 
(f) For each random variate generated, the number of random numbers from the second 
random-number stream is random, but the expected number is small. 
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(g) The random numbers from the second stream are used analogously to those from the first 
stream: the first is highly correlated with the variate generated and low values of the second 
cause acceptance. 
(h) If the antithetic indicator is nonpositive, then the inverse transformation x = Fi’( u) 
is used. If the antithetic indicator is positive, then the antithetic inverse transformation x = 
F;‘(l - u) is used. 
The choice of four random numbers being used from stream one is open to opinion. The other 
obvious choice is to use two, which is the minimum necessary to write acceptance/rejection 
logic. Using four causes us to often waste the other two random numbers, but increases the 
correlation a bit. Using six random numbers often wastes four and increases the correlation very 
little. 
By convention, but not crucial to proper behavior, the generators are subroutines rather than 
functions and the order of the arguments is (1) first seed, (2) second seed, (3) parameter values, 
(4) the variate generated, and (5) the antithetic indicator. 
3. Example 1: an exponential generator 
As an example of an algorithm that follows these guidelines, we show FORTRAN code for an 
exponential random-variate generator with arbitrary rate. The underlying logic is the inverse 
transformation, which is used since it is optimal statistically and is reasonably efficient computa- 
tionally. Because only one random number is needed per variate, the guidelines harm the 
efficiency of the algorithm. In particular, three random numbers are generated and not used at 
the end of the code. The second seed is not passed to the algorithm since the second stream is 
never needed. 
subroutine exponci (iseed, rate, x, ianti) 
c.....purpose: to generate one exponential random variate via the 
C inverse transformation following the guidelines for 
C noninverse correlation induction. 
C . . . ..input 
C iseed : random number seed 
C rate : the exponential rate, equal to l/E(X) 
C ianti : the antithetic indicator 
C . . . ..output 
C iseed : random number seed 
C X : the random variate generated 
C . . . ..external routine 
C nmif: a U(0, 1) random-number generator 
implicit real (a-h, o-z) 
implicit integer (i-n) 
u = runif (iseed) 
if (ianti .le. 0.) then 
x = - alog( 1. - u)/rate 
else 
x = - alog( u) /rate 
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endif 
u = runif (iseed) 
u = runif (iseed) 
u = runif (iseed) 
return 
end 
Note the easy confusion about the implementation of guideline (h). A classic (but not very 
useful) observation about the inverse transformation of the exponential distribution is that one 
may save a bit of computation by substituting u for 1 - U, since the distribution of the random 
variates remains unchanged. But since this substitution lies at the heart of the sign of the induced 
correlation, such a substitution would wreak havoc in our context, unless made in every instance. 
4. Example 2: a generic acceptance-rejection generator 
A second example of an algorithm that follows these guidelines is the beta random-variate 
generator B2PEC1, which is given in its entirety in [3]. The logic of the original algorithm B2PE 
is discussed in [7] and the original correlation induction code, B2PEA, is in [8]. 
From a variate-generation point of view, each version is similar. They are valid for shape 
parameters p and q greater than one, where the beta density is proportional to xP_‘(1 - x)4-l, 
other than B2PEA assuming p < q. The underlying logic is acceptance/rejection with a majoriz- 
ing function that is uniform in the body of the distribution and exponential in the tails. 
From a correlation-induction point of view, B2PECI differs from B2PE by following the 
guidelines of Section 2. The original algorithm B2PE scrambles the random numbers, thereby 
destroying any intended correlation induction, in two ways. First, the acceptance-rejection logic 
uses a random number of random numbers, so synchronization is lost. Second, no attempt was 
made in the original algorithm to create a monotonic relationship between the random numbers 
and the random variates. The correlation-induction version B2PECI solves these problems by 
using two random-number streams for synchronization and generating the candidate random 
variates from the inverse distribution function of the majorizing function. 
By suppressing the details of B2PEC1, we obtain the generic correlation-induction random- 
variate generator RARCI. The logic is acceptance/rejection, with the candidate values being 
generated via the inverse transformation of the majorizing function. Exactly two random 
numbers are required per iteration. The four random numbers generated from the first stream 
are for the first two iterations. Additional random numbers are obtained from the second stream 
when the algorithm does not accept on the first or second iteration. 
subroutine rarci (iseed, iseed2, param, X, ianti) 
c to generate one random variate in a correlation induction context 
C arguments: 
C input: 
C iseed: seed for the first random number stream 
C iseed2: seed for the second random number stream 
C param: distribution parameter (could be a vector) 
C ianti: indicator to control correlation 
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C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
= 0 always for positive correlation 
(common random numbers or control variates) 
= 0 for run one, = 1 for run two (or vice versa) 
for negative correlation (antithetic variates). 
output: 
iseed: the new seed for the first stream 
iseed2: the new seed for the second stream 
x: the generated random variate 
called subprograms: 
runif: a U(0, 1) random-number generator 
logical seed1 
. . . ..get ~(0, 1) random numbers (use exactly four from stream #l). 
seed1 = .true. 
u = runif (iseed) 
u = runif (iseed) 
u2 = runif (iseed) 
u2 = runif (iseed) 
go to 20 
. . . ..try again 
10 if (seedl) then 
. . . ..this is the second iteration, so use stream #l values. 
u=u2 
u=v2 
seed1 = .false. 
else 
. . . ..we have rejected at least twice, so use stream #2. 
u = runif (iseed2) 
u = runif (iseed2) 
endif 
. . . ..create antithetic random numbers if appropriate. 
20 if (ianti .gt. 0) u = 1. - u 
. . . ..the following acceptance-rejection logic usually can be made 
more efficient by using tricks from fast algorithms. 
-generate a candidate, x. finv is the inverse trans- 
formation corresponding to the majorizing function. 
-generate the accept/reject random variate, y. t(x) is 
the majorizing function. 
-accept or reject x. f(x) is proportional to the 
density function and is less than or equal to t(x) 
for all values of x. 
x = finv(param, u) 
y = u*t(param, x) 
if (y .gt. f(param, x)) go to 10 
return 
end 
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The code is generic, in that it is valid for any distribution. Except for changing the routine 
name and defining pram to be a vector if necessary, the code can be used without modification 
by providing external functions finu, t and f. For better efficiency, logic from a fast algorithm 
can be substituted for the three lines that call these three routines. The fast-algorithm logic must 
be modified, if necessary, so that the calculation of x and y corresponds to the logic shown. To 
make the logic more efficient, usually parameter-dependent constants are calculated in a set-up 
step whenever the parameter values change. 
5. Calling the generators 
We now provide a segment of a driver program that illustrates how to induce positive 
correlation between two different generators. The example uses EXPONCI of Section 3 and 
B2PECI of Section 4. The guidelines allow the driver program (and therefore the user) to ignore 
the method of random-variate generation. 
dimension x1(10000), x2(10000) 
read (5, *) iseedl, iseed2, p, q, rate, n 
C . . . . . simulate the first system 
is1 = iseedl 
is2 = iseed 
ianti = 0 
do 100 i = 1, n 
call b2peci (isl, is2, p, q, x, ianti) 
xl(i) = x 
100 continue 
C . . . . . simulate the second system using the same random numbers 
is1 = iseedl 
is2 = iseed 
ianti = 0 
do200 i=l, n 
call exponci (isl, rate, x, ianti) 
x2(i) = x 
200 continue 
The only obligation of the user is to initialize the random-number seeds to ensure that the 
simulations of both systems are functions of the same random numbers, to provide the relevant 
parameter values, and to indicate whether positive or negative correlation is desired. 
Here the intention is to produce sequences of random variates with positive correlation. 
Therefore the value of ianti is the same for both generators, with ianti = 0 being chosen 
arbitrarily. For negative correlation, the routines would be called once with a nonpositive value 
and once with a positive value. For zero correlation, different random-number seeds would be 
used, at which time correlation induction is not possible and the value of ianti is irrelevant. 
For clarity, the value of the second stream’s seed is initialized for the second system, but 
logically this instruction could be omitted since the exponential generator never uses the second 
stream. 
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6. Monte Carlo results 
The purpose of the random variates in the example of the last section is not specified, in that 
they are simply placed into vectors. In a real application, estimators that are functions of the 
sequences x1 and x2 would be calculated. The goal is to induce correlation between these 
estimators. 
But to induce correlation in the estimators, we must first induce correlation in the random 
variates. Here we report the results of a simple experiment to determine the correlation between 
beta and exponential random variates as a function of the beta shape parameters p and q. 
First consider positive correlations. Here the beta and the exponential random variates are 
both generated with the same value for ianti. The estimated correlations are shown in Table 1. 
The sample is 20,000 for each entry; observations are independent; the second digit is meaning- 
ful but not necessarily correct. 
The correlations induced are all positive, as desired, with the estimated correlations ranging 
from 0.24 to 0.87. We know the optimal correlation (that would be obtained with the inverse 
transformation) for exponential-normal pairs is about 0.90, which can be compared to the last 
diagonal entry, 0.44. Thus in this case about one-half of the possible correlation is obtained. 
Whether the one-half loss is preferable to the extra computation required for the beta inversion 
depends on the application. Of course B2PECI is just one beta generator that could be created; 
higher correlations at reasonable speeds should become available in the future. 
Now consider negative correlations. Here the beta and the exponential random variates are 
both generated with different values of ianti, one nonpositive and the other positive. The 
estimated correlations are shown in Table 2. The sample is 20,000 for each entry; observations 
are independent; the second digit is meaningful but not necessarily correct. 
Table 1 
Induced positive correlations for exponential-beta pairs of random variates as a function of the beta shape parameters 
P 4 
1.00001 2 10 lo6 
1.00001 0.87 0.24 0.66 0.63 
2 0.47 0.37 0.48 0.34 
10 0.63 0.44 0.51 0.44 
106 0.49 0.53 0.53 0.44 
Table 2 
Induced negative correlations for exponential-beta pairs of random variates as a function of the beta shape parameters 
P 4 
1.00001 2 10 106 
1.00001 - 0.87 - 0.48 - 0.63 - 0.50 
2 - 0.23 - 0.37 -0.44 - 0.54 
10 - 0.67 - 0.47 -0.51 - 0.54 
106 - 0.64 - 0.33 - 0.42 - 0.44 
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Again all the induced correlations are of the correct sign. The magnitudes on the diagonal, 
which correspond to symmetric beta distributions, are the same as in Table 1. Again, the induced 
correlations are substantial, but less than the optimal values that could be obtained using the 
inverse transformation. 
7. Discussion 
The results of Section 6 contribute to the empirical evidence that substantial correlation 
induction can be obtained for little additional computation. But why does the magnitude of 
induced correlation vary so much depending on the beta shape parameters? There are two 
reasons. 
First is that the optimal correlation is limited by the marginal distributions. In particular, 
since the maximal correlation is obtained via (xi, x2) = (Fi’( u), &l(u)) and the minimal 
correlation is obtained via (xi, x2) = (F;,*(u), F;;1l(l - u)), the best results possible have a 
magnitude smaller than one. This reason is inherent in the problem and cannot be eliminated. 
The second reason is a function of our algorithm design: we are not using the inverse 
transformation for the beta distribution. The beta acceptance-rejection algorithm has been 
coded to capture much of the correlation, but not all. The fraction of the lost correlation is 
related to the probability of accepting a variate on any one iteration of the acceptance-rejection 
algorithm. In the best case, the acceptance-rejection majorizing function would be the density 
function, the probability of acceptance would be one, and the optimal correlation would be 
obtained. The probability of acceptance for B2PECI differs depending on the pararneter values, 
thus causing the fluctuations in the induced correlations. 
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